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DESIGN AND CFD ANALYSIS OF INJECTORS FOR HYBRID ROCKET 

MOTORS 

SUMMARY 

This study includes design and CFD analysis of hybrid rocket motor injectors. A 

hybrid engine uses the combination of solid fuel and liquid/gaseous oxidizer as 

propellants. Solid fuel is stored in combustion chamber whereas liquid/gaseous 

oxidizer is stored in an external tank. Oxidizer is transferred through feed lines and 

injected to the combustion chamber via injector element. Hybrid rocket motors have 

several advantages over other types of rocket engines in terms of safety, complexity, 

performance and environmental impact. The most typical propellant pairs are 

HTPB/LOX, HTPB/N2O and paraffin/N2O. Self-pressurized oxidizers such as nitrous 

oxide (N2O) have gained attention in hybrid rocket motor applications since no 

additional pressurization system is needed for their usage. Hybrid rocket motor 

SONUS was designed by PARS Rocketry and utilizes paraffin wax/ N2O propellant 

pair. SONUS is expected to give 9625 N.s of total impulse with 3.85 seconds of burn 

time whereas specific impulse is 220 seconds. Injector design covered by this work 

will be based on SONUS propulsion system. 

An injector is one of the most crucial parts of a propulsion system since it designates 

the atomization and homogeneity of the oxidizer, therefore the efficiency and stability 

of the combustion. Small liquid oxidizer droplets enlarge the area of mixing and 

accelerates the combustion process. A good injector design may prevent Feed System 

Coupled Instabilities. There are different types of injectors such as showerhead, 

hollow-cone, swirl and vortex. Showerhead configuration is the easiest one to design 

and manufacture, whereas swirl injectors are the most complex, yet effective ones in 

terms of performance. Hollow-cone and vortex configurations are similar to 

showerhead concept, except the orifices are inclined. In this study, showerhead 

configuration has been chosen for design and manufacturing purposes. Self-

pressurized nitrous oxide is used as oxidizer. N2O is a colorless and odorless fluid with 

low toxicity and relatively safer handling. It has a high vapor pressure of 5.65 MPa at 

room temperature which gives its self-pressurizing nature. One of the most challenging 

features of nitrous oxide is its two-phase nature which makes it harder to model.  

There are several mass flow rate models used for injector design such as single-phase 

incompressible flow model, two-phase flow model with equilibrium effects and two-

phase flow model with non-equilibrium effects. Since N2O has a liquid compressibility 

Z factor of 0.13 and saturated vapor Z factor of 0.53 at room temperature, single-phase 

incompressible flow assumptions cannot be used when modeling the mass flow rate. 

As previously stated, N2O operates near or at saturation line, and local static pressure 

within the injector can drop below the vapor pressure. This results in cavitation and 

chokes the flow inside the injector. Therefore, mass flow rate is limited and this is 

known as critical flow. At this regime, mass flow rate can be predicted using 

Homogenous Equilibrium Model (HEM) where it is assumed that the liquid and vapor 

phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium, there is no velocity difference between 

phases and the flow across the injector is isentropic. However, for short tube injectors, 

mass flow rates predicted by HEM are much lower than the actual values because the 

finite rate of mass transfer prevents the flow to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. At 

this point, Non-Homogenous Non-Equilibrium (NHNE) Model is introduced. The 
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NHNE Model combines the single-phase incompressible model and HEM by using 

the non-equilibrium parameter κ which is the ratio of bubble growth time to fluid 

residence time. Total injection area is the starting point for injectors design, and it can 

be calculated using NHNE Model. For SONUS hybrid motor, total injection area of 

28 mm2 is needed in order to reach an oxidizer mass flow rate of 0.9976 kg/s. Then, 

three different injector plates with different orifice diameters have been determined 

accordingly.  

As an alternate approach, two-phase 3-dimensional CFD analysis using ANSYS 

Fluent software have been carried-out to determine the number of orifices on an 

injector plate. Simulations have been made on single orifices with different diameters. 

After obtaining the mass flow rate on a single orifice, total number of holes have been 

determined by dividing the required mass flow rate by the simulation results. It has 

been observed that the error between the analytical model and CFD simulations range 

between 13-18% which is reasonable considering the computational abilities. 

Although NHNE Model is useful for preliminary approach, CFD results are more 

accurate than analytical solutions due to the nature of N2O. Therefore, CFD results 

have been used for final design of injector plates. Although analytical models and CFD 

simulations are useful as a starting point in injector design, the most accurate results 

can be obtained from cold flow experiments. Therefore, cold flow test for different 

cases should be performed in order to fully characterize the injection process and to 

validate the mass flow rates. 
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HİBRİT ROKET MOTORLARI İÇİN ENJEKTÖR TASARIMI VE HAD 

ANALİZİ 

ÖZET 

Bu çalışma hibrit roket motorları için enjektör tasarımı ve CFD analizini içermektedir. 

Hibrit roket motorları, yakıt çifti olarak katı yakıt ve sıvı/gaz oksitleyici 

kombinasyonunu kullanır. Katı yakıt yanma odasında bulunurken, sıvı/gaz halindeki 

oksitleyici harici bir tankta depolanır. Oksitleyici besleme hattı yoluyla aktarılır ve 

enjektör vasıtasıyla yanma odasına enjekte edilir. Hibrit roket motorlarının güvenlik, 

karmaşıklık, performans ve çevresel etki açısından diğer roket motorlarına göre çeşitli 

avantajları vardır. En tipik yakıt çiftleri HTPB/LOX, HTPB/N2O ve parafin/N2O'dur. 

Azot oksit (N2O) gibi kendi kendini basınçlandıran oksitleyicilerin kullanılması 

durumunda ilave basınçlandırma sistemine gerek olmadığından hibrit roket motoru 

uygulamalarında dikkat çekmiştir. Hibrit roket motoru SONUS, PARS Roket Grubu 

tarafından tasarlanmış olup yakıt çifti olarak parafin/N2O kullanıkmaktadır. 

SONUS'un 3.85 saniye yanma süresi ile 9625 N.s toplam itki vermesi beklenirken, 

özgül itkisi 220 saniyedir. Bu çalışmanın kapsamına giren enjektör tasarımı SONUS 

itki sistemine dayalı olacaktır. 

Enjektör, oksitleyicinin atomizasyonunu ve homojenliğini, dolayısıyla yanmanın 

verimliliğini ve stabilitesini etkilediğinden, bir itki sisteminin en önemli parçalarından 

biridir. Küçük sıvı oksitleyici damlacıkları karışma alanını genişletir ve yanma 

sürecini hızlandırır. İyi bir enjektör tasarımı, besleme sistemi kaynaklı kararsızlıkları 

önleyebilir. “Showerhead”, “hollow-cone”, “vortex” ve “swirl” gibi farklı tipte 

enjektörler vardır. “Showerhead” konfigürasyonu, tasarlanması ve üretilmesi en kolay 

olanıdır. “Swirl” enjektörleri ise en karmaşık ancak performans açısından en etkili 

olanlardır. “hollow-cone” ve “vortex” konfigürasyonları “showerhead” konseptine 

benzer, ancak delikleri eğimlidir. Bu çalışmada, tasarım ve imalat amaçları için 

“showerhead” konfigürasyonu seçilmiştir. Oksitleyici olarak kendi kendini 

basınçlandıran azot oksit kullanılmıştır. N2O, toksiklik oranı düşük ve nispeten daha 

güvenli kullanıma sahip renksiz ve kokusuz bir akışkandır. Oda sıcaklığında 5.65 

MPa'lık yüksek bir buhar basıncına sahiptir ve bu durum ona kendi kendini 

basınçlandırma öelliğini kazandırır. Azot oksidin en zorlu özelliklerinden biri, 

modellemesini zorlaştıran iki fazlı doğasıdır. 

Tek fazlı sıkıştırılamaz akış modeli, denge etkilerine sahip iki fazlı akış modeli ve 

denge dışı etkilere sahip iki fazlı akış modeli gibi enjektör tasarımı için kullanılan 

birkaç kütle debisi modeli vardır. N2O'nun oda sıcaklığında sıvı sıkıştırılabilirlik Z 

faktörü 0,13 ve doymuş buhar Z faktörü 0,53 olduğundan, kütle debisi modellenirken 

tek fazlı sıkıştırılamaz akış varsayımları kullanılamaz. Daha önce belirtildiği gibi, N2O  

doygunluk seviyesinde veya yakınlarında çalışır ve enjektör içindeki statik basınç 

buhar basıncının altına düşebilir. Bu durum, kavitasyon ile sonuçlanır ve enjektörün 

içindeki akışı boğar. Bu nedenle, kütle debisi sınırlanmış olur ve bu durum kritik akış 

olarak bilinir. Bu rejimde, sıvı ve buhar fazlarının termodinamik dengede olduğu, 

enjektörler arasındaki akışın izantropik olduğu varsayılarak Homojen Denge Modeli 

(HEM) kütle debisi tahmini için kullanılabilir. Bununla birlikte, boyları kısa olan 

enjektörler için HEM tarafından öngörülen kütle akış hızı, gerçek değerden çok daha 

düşüktür, çünkü kütle transferinin sonlu oranı, akışın termodinamik dengeye 

ulaşmasını önler. Bu noktada, Homojen Olmayan Denge Dışı (NHNE) Modeli 
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kullanılabilir. NHNE Modeli, kabarcık büyüme zamanının sıvı kalma süresine oranına 

eşit olan parametre κ'yi kullanarak tek fazlı sıkıştırılamaz modelin ve HEM'in kombine 

edilmesi ile türetilmişitr. Toplam enjeksiyon alanı, enjektör tasarımı için başlangıç 

noktasıdır ve NHNE Modeli kullanılarak hesaplanabilir. SONUS hibrit motoru için, 

0,9976 kg/s'lik bir oksitleyici kütle debisine ulaşmak için toplam 28 mm2 enjeksiyon 

alanına ihtiyaç vardır. Sonrasında, farklı delik çaplarına sahip üç farklı enjektör plakası 

buna göre belirlenmiştir. 

Alternatif bir yaklaşım olarak, bir enjektör plakası üzerindeki deliklerin sayısını 

belirlemek için ANSYS Fluent yazılımı kullanılarak iki fazlı 3 boyutlu HAD analizi 

gerçekleştirilmiştir. Simülasyonlar, farklı çaplara sahip tek delikler üzerinde 

yapılmıştır. Kütle debisini tek bir delik üzerinde elde ettikten sonra, toplam gereken 

kütle debisinin simülasyon sonuçlarına bölünmesiyle toplam delik sayısı 

belirlenmiştir. Analitik model ile HAD simülasyonları arasındaki hatanın %13-18 

arasında değiştiği ve hesaplama yetenekleri dikkate alındığında bu sonuçların makul 

olduğu görülmüştür. Her ne kadar NHNE Modeli ön yaklaşım için yararlı olsa da, 

HAD sonuçları N2O 'nun doğası nedeniyle analitik çözümlerden daha doğrudur. Bu 

nedenle CFD sonuçları enjektör plakalarının nihai tasarımı için kullanılmıştır. Her ne 

kadar analitik modeller ve HAD simülasyonları enjektör tasarımında bir başlangıç 

noktası olarak yararlı olsa da, en doğru sonuçlar soğuk akış deneylerinden elde 

edilebilir. Bu nedenle, enjeksiyon sürecini tam olarak karakterize etmek ve kütle 

debisini doğrulamak adına farklı durumlar için soğuk akış testleri yapılmalıdır. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Propulsion is the act of changing the motion of a body. Rocket propulsion systems can 

be classified as chemical, nuclear or electric based on the type of energy source. In 

chemical rocket engines, a high pressure exothermic chemical reaction of propellants 

takes place in the combustion chamber. Subsequently, hot combustion product gases 

are expanded through a nozzle and accelerated to high exhaust velocities. This 

conversion of thermal energy to kinetic energy is essentially the basis for generating 

thrust. Chemical rocket engines can be split into four main categories: Solid propellant 

rocket motors, liquid propellant rocket engines, gaseous propellant rocket engines and 

hybrid propellant rocket motors. 

Introduction of hybrid propellant rocket motor concept was first in the late 1930s at 

IG Farben in Germany and simultaneously at the California Rocket Society in the 

United States of America. A hybrid engine uses the combination of solid fuel and 

liquid/gaseous oxidizer as propellants. Although there also exist reversal hybrids (i.e. 

solid oxidizer/liquid fuel), they are not common due to poor performance and lack of 

storable solid oxidizers. In typical hybrid rocket motors, solid fuel is stored in the 

combustion chamber, whereas oxidizer is stored in an external tank. Liquid oxidizer is 

driven through the feed line to the injector where it is atomized and small droplets 

form in order to allow for rapid vaporization. Characterization of the mass flow rate 

through an injector is crucial since required oxidizer mass flow rate affects combustion 

performance, thus thrust.  

Self-pressurizing propellants such as N2O is recently gathering more attention, 

especially in hybrid rocket propulsion systems. N2O is first introduced by one of the 

important names in modern rocketry’s foundation, Robert H. Goddard. In one of his 

patents [1], he suggested a rocket that would use N2O and gasoline as propellants. It is 

a storable, nontoxic fluid with a vapor pressure of approximately 5 MPa (730 psi) at 

room temperature. The most important advantage of N2O is its self-pressurizing nature 

which eliminates feed system complexity and reduces system weight.  
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1.1 Purpose of Thesis 

The main goal of this thesis is to design an injector for a hybrid rocket motor using 

N2O as oxidizer, and decide on the most suitable injector plate layout by performing 

CFD analysis on different injector orifices.  
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2.   HYBRID PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTORS 

2.1 General Review 

Schematic of a hybrid rocket motor (HRM) is given in Figure 1.1. Main components 

of an HRM is pressurant tank, oxidizer tank, feed system and thrust chamber. For 

oxidizers operating at low pressures, a pressurization system is necessary to drive the 

oxidizer into the combustion chamber. This system may include pumps or a separate 

tank containing pressurant gas (helium or nitrogen). Pressurant gases stored in an 

external tank maintain a state of constant pressure inside the oxidizer tank by a 

regulator. Constant pressure can also be achieved by simply filling the oxidizer tank 

with a supercharged pressurant gas. For self-pressurizing oxidizers such as N2O, no 

additional pressurization system needed, thus it is one of the most cost-effective 

choices. Feed system includes valves and measurement instruments if necessary. 

Oxidizer flow is controlled by those valves which also enables the throttling of mass 

flow rate.  

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of a gas-pressurized hybrid rocket propulsion system. 

Thrust chamber includes injector, igniter, pre-combustion chamber, solid fuel grain, 

post-combustion chamber and nozzle. Oxidizer is injected into combustion chamber 

by an injector. This element should be designed and manufactured carefully in order 

to provide a homogenous atomization with fine liquid droplets of oxidizer. When 

oxidizer is introduced to the pre-chamber, an ignitor is used to vaporize some of the 

fuel and to ignite the mixture of combustion reactants. A pre-combustion chamber is 

placed at the fore end of the motor to achieve full vaporization of oxidizer liquid 

droplets. In most of the designs, ignitor is placed at the entrance of pre-chamber. In 

order to account for efficient residence time of propellant, a length-to-diameter ratio 

of 0.5 is used [2]. Similarly, a post-combustion chamber is required at the aft end of 
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the motor. This part provides an additional volume for combustion of unburnt 

propellants. Usually, a length-to-diameter ratio of between 0.5 and 1 is used to reach 

the required time for post-combustion process for a better mixing of the gaseous 

products [2].     

An important parameter in designing and performance of HRMs is the fuel regression 

rate �̇�. Fuel regression rate is the time derivative of the grain port, and it is the rate at 

which solid fuel grain surface receeds when burning. This parameter has a direct 

impact on mass flow rate of fuel into the port and diffusion flame. Assuming that the 

regression rate is independent of longitudinal location, a simplified form of fuel 

regression rate law represented by Waxman [3] is given as: 

 �̇� = 𝑎𝐺𝑜𝑥
𝑛  (1.1) 

Here, 𝐺𝑜𝑥 is the oxidizer mass flow rate, and 𝑎 and 𝑛 are ballistic coefficients 

determined empirically. From there, it can be seen that oxidizer flow rate is the main 

parameter that controls the regression rate. In other words, oxidizer mass flow rate 

controls the fuel mass flow rate into the port. Therefore, it is important to provide the 

precise oxidizer mass flow rate to achieve required operating conditions.                                                       

2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of HRMs 

There are many advantages as well as disadvantages of HRMs over the use of liquid 

propellant rocket engines (LRM) and solid propellant rocket motors (SRM).  

2.2.1 Advantages over LRMs 

• HRMs are safer since fuel and oxidizer are stored in different phases, and bulk 

mixing is difficult. 

• Development and operational costs are lower. 

• HRMs are less complex. 

• Solid fuel results in higher density and HRMs are more compact since fuel 

exist with the combustion chamber. 

• Addition of performance enchancing materials such as alluminum into the 

solid fuel is possible. 
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2.2.2 Advantages over SRMs 

• HRMs are safer to handle since fuel and oxidizer are stored in different phases, 

and there is no pre-mixing. 

• Shut down, restart and throttling are possible. 

• HRMs generally give higher specific impulse 

• HRMs show higher tolerance to pressure perturbations, changes in propellant 

temperature, debonding and cracks. 

• Development and operational costs are lower. 

• They have less environmental impact since fuel does not contain perchlorate 

or nitrate. 

2.2.3 Disadvantages 

• They have low regression rates, thus higher thrust levels are difficult to 

achieve. 

• Oxidizer to fuel ratio can potentially shift over the burning process. 

• There is little heritage of HRMs, this results in low technological readiness 

level (TRL) and combustion instabilities are not well understood. 

2.3 Typical Propellants 

There are many fuel-oxidizer propellant pairs available for hybrid rocket motors. 

Plenty of metallized and nonmetallized solid fuels have been the focus of research for 

the passing 60 years [4]. Polymer based solid fuels such as Polybutadiene (PB), 

Polyethylene (PE) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polyurethane (PU). 

Compounds that include polybutadiene monomer (C4H6) in their formula such as PB-

acrylonitrile (PBAN), PB-acrylic acid (PBAA), hydroxyl-terminated polybutadiene 

(HTPB), and carbon-terminated PB (CTPB) are also used as solid fuels. Among all 

these polymer-based fuels, HTPB is the most preffered one due to its low cost, 

availability and safety inherent. In addition to polymer-based fuels, there are 

hydrocarbon-based fuels namely paraffin waxes and metatoluene diamine/nylon. 

Metal additives (alluminum, boron, carbon, etc.) can be used with solid fuels since 

combustion of metals give advantages such as damping of pressure oscillations, 
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increase in specific impulse and propellant density. The latter one can be considered 

as a significant benefit for volume-retricted propulsion systems [4]. 

Typical oxidizers used in HRMs are nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4), nitric acid and red-

fuming nitric acid (RFNA), hydrogen peroxide (HP), hydroxyl ammonium nitrate 

(HAN) and nitrous oxide (N2O). Liquid oxygen (LOX) is also used, and although it is 

an ideal oxidizer for many cases, its cryogenic nature cause problems in handling, 

therefore it is not preffered for usage in HRMs. Different pairs of propellants are 

gathered from [4] and summarized in Table 2.1:  

Table 2.1: Typical propellant combinations for HRMs. 

Fuel Oxidizer Optimum 

O/F 

Isp at Sea 

Level (s) 

c* (m/s) 

HTPB LOX 1.9 280 1820.3 

HTPB N2O 7.1 247 1604.5 

HTPB RFNA 4.3 247 1590.7 

PMMA LOX 1.5 259 1660.9 

PE LOX 2.5 279 1791.3 

PE N2O 8 247 1599.6 

Paraffin LOX 2.5 281 1804.4 

Paraffin N2O 8 248 1605.7 

HTPB/Al (40%) LOX 1.1 274 1757.5 

HTPB/Al (40%) N2O 3.5 252 1636.8 

2.4  SONUS Propulsion System 

Hybrid rocket motor SONUS was designed by PARS Rocketry using the performance 

tool developed by [5]. Sonus is expected to give 9625 N.s of total impulse and burn 

time is 3.85 s. Specific impulse is 220 s and oxidizer to fuel (O/F) ratio is 6.3. 

Specifications are given in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. 3D view of the SONUS propulsion 

system and  cross-sectional view of the motor is given in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, 

respectively.  
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Table 2.2: Hybrid rocket motor SONUS design specifications. 

SONUS 

M
O

T
O

R
 

Combustion Chamber Diameter m 0.082 

Pressure bar 32 

Fuel Grain Propellant   C28H58 Paraffin Wax 

Composition 

  

90% wax, 5% PE, 

2% carbon,  

3% acid 

Grain Configuration   Cylindrical 

Number of Ports     1 

Initial Port Diameter   m 0.032 

Grain Diameter m 0.076 

Grain Length m 0.19 

Mass kg 0.6 

Nozzle Material   Graphite 

Shape   De Laval 

Expansion Ratio    4.85 

Throat Diameter m 0.0023 

Exit Diameter m 0.0056 

F
E

E
D

 S
Y

S
T

E
M

 

Feed Line Pipe Diameter inch  3/4 

Material   Stainless Steel 

Instruments    3/4 Ball Valve 

Pressure loss bar 4 

Oxidizer Tank Propellant   N2O 

Loaded Oxidizer Mass kg  3.8 

Tank Volume m3 0.0068 

Ulage % 6 

Oxidizer Mass Flow Rate kg/s 0.9976 

Initial Tank Pressure bar 60 
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Figure 2.2: 3D view of the SONUS propulsion system. 

 

Figure 2.3: Cross-sectional view of the motor. 
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Table 2.3: Components of the motor. 

Item No. Item Name 

1 Post-combustion Chamber 

2 Propellant Liner (Craft) 

3 Solid Propellant (Paraffin) 

4 Pre-Combustion Chamber 

5 Bulkhead Retainer Ring 

6 Bulkhead 

7 Injector 

8 Injector Retainer Ring 

9 Motor Case 

10 Nozzle 

11 Nozzle Retainer Ring 

The motor includes pre- and post-combustion chamber made of graphite and which 

are 35 mm and 50 mm in length, respectively. Nozzle, bulkhead and injector are 

retained with custom-design rings. In order to ensure sealing, nozzle and bulkhead is 

attached with viton o-rings. Motor case is made of Al 7075-T6 and was designed to 

withstand a chamber pressure of 32 bar. Feed line pipes are made of AISI 316L 

stainless steel and loctite is used at the connections in order to ensure sealing. Oxidizer 

flow is controlled by a ball valve with gear system assembled so that it can be 

controlled remotely. 
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3.  INJECTOR DESIGN 

The injector is one of the most important parts of a propulsion system since it 

designates the atomization and homogenity of the oxidizer, therefore the efficiency 

and stability of the combustion process. Small liquid oxidizer droplets enlarge the area 

of mixing  and accelerates the combustion. Thus, for a fast and efficient combustion, 

oxidizer injection should be homogenous with many atomized droplets. Another 

important objective of an injector is to prevent Feed System Couped Instabilities 

(FSCI).  Hydrodynamic interaction between feed system and combustion chamber 

causes a significant level of pressure oscillations. Factors that contribute FSCI are 

compressibility of oxidizer flowing in the feed line, combustion and/or vaporization 

delay and oxidizer flow rate that is dependent on cobustion pressure [6]. The latter one 

may be eliminated by increasing the tank pressure and pressure drop so that the flow 

inside the injector orifices is choked. This concept will be further discussed in Section 

3.3.2. 

3.1 Injector Types 

As previously stated, performance of the injection system has a significant effect on 

combustion system. Therefore, many studies on different configurations of injectors 

have been made over the time. The most common configurations are showerhead 

injectors, hollow-cone injectors, vortex injectors and swirl injectors. Illustrations of 

those injectors are adapted from Bouziane et al. [7] and shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 

and 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.1: Showerhead injector. 
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Figure 3.2: Hollow-cone injector. 

 

Figure 3.3: Swirl injector. 
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Figure 3.4: Vortex injector. 

Showerhead configuration is the easiest one to design and manufacture. Hollow-cone 

injector is also similar to showerhead except the injector orifices are inclined outwards, 

towards the inner wall of the fuel grain. In swirl injectors, oxidizer enters the injection 

element through tangential inlets. This way the liquid gains a high angular velocity, 

and it is discharged from the nozzle in the form of a conical sheet. An experimental 

study showed that swirl injection increases the regression rate by 40% comparing with 

axial injection [8]. In vortex injector configuration, orifices are inclined in both axial 

and radial directions, aiming the inner wall of the fuel grain. By means of 

manufacturing and cost-effectiveness, showerhead injectors are generally the first 

choice, whereas swirl injectors are the hardest to manufacture and therefore the least 

cost-effective.  

3.2 Properties of Nitrous Oxide 

For rocket propulsion systems, keeping the oxidizer pressure constant requires 

complex pressurization systems such as turbopumps or pressurized tanks filled with 

pressurant gases such as helium or nitrogen. Those complex systems add a significant 

amount of weight which is undesirable in terms of rocket performance, and they are 

disadvantageous for small-scale rockets such as sounding rockets and thrusters. At this 

point, self-pressurized propellants such as N2O are usually preffered since they operate 

near or at saturation line at room temperature with considerably high vapor pressures. 

However, self-pressurized propellants show transient behaviour during tank 
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evacuation and when flowing through feed lines, therefore it is extremely complex and 

time-consuming to model the flow. Yet, they can be characterized by conducting 

several sets of experiments. 

Thermophysical properties of N2O are given in Table 3.1. N2O is a colorless and 

odorless fluid with low toxicity and relatively safer handling. As mentioned above, it 

has a high vapor pressure at room temperature and this feature allows the feed system 

to self-pressurize. Although it has modeling challenges, nitrous oxide is used in many 

propulsion systems due to the aforementioned characteristics. In this paper, N2O and 

its saturation properties are used when designing the SONUS propulsion system 

injector. 

Table 3.1: Thermophysical properties of N2O. 

Property Unit Value 

M g/mol 44.013 

Pc MPa 7.245 

Tc K 309.52 

ρc kg/m3 452 

Ptrip MPa 0.088 

Ttrip K 182.3 

Vapor pressure at room 

temperature (298.15 K) 
MPa 5.6518 

Normal boiling point K 184.7 

 

3.3 Mass Flow Rate Modeling 

In many rocket propulsion systems, feed system and injector flow for oxidizers such 

as RP-1 (C12H24), nitrogen tetraoxide (N2O4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), liquid 

oxygen (LOX), liquid hydrogen (LH2) and methane (CH4) can be modelled with 

incompressible fluid assumptions or ideal gas law. However, this is not the case for 

N2O since it has a liquid compressibility Z factor of 0.13 and a saturated vapor Z factor 

of 0.53 at room temperature, which are not close to the ideal values of 0 and 1.0. 

Therefore, nitrous oxide cannot be accurately modelled with incompressible 

assumptions or ideal gas law, rather, it should be treated as a two-phase mixure, 

because it operates near its critical point. Two-phase flows are a combination of a 
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liquid phase and a vapor phase. In the following sections, mass flow rate models will 

be covered. 

 

3.3.1 Single-phase incompressible flow 

Many typical rocket propellants such as LOX, LH2 are usually assumed to be 

incompressible liquids, and therefore can be modeled with the known “CdA” equation 

derived from Bernoulli equation [9]. 

 �̇�𝑆𝑃𝐼 =  𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑐𝜌1√2(𝑃1 − 𝑃2) (3.1) 

Here,  �̇�𝑆𝑃𝐼 is the single-phase incompressible mass flow rate, 𝐶𝑑 is the discharge 

coefficient, 𝐴𝑐 is the total cross-sectinal area of the orifices, 𝜌1 is the upstream density, 

𝑃1 is the upstream pressure and 𝑃2 is the downstream pressure (or chamber pressure). 

Equation 3.1 predicts the mass flow rate very accurately as long as the discharge 

coefficient is well characterized.  

3.3.2 Two-phase flow with equilibrium effects 

As previously mentioned, self-pressurized propellants such as N2O operate very close 

to saturation pressures, and local static pressure within the injcetor can drop below the 

vapor pressure. This results in cavitation and chokes the flow inside the injector, thus 

limiting the mass flow rate. This effect was studied by Hesson and Pack using carbon 

dioxide which is a good analog to N2O since thermodynamic behaviour of the two is 

similar [10]. The study showes that, for a given upstream pressure, when the 

downstream pressure drops below some specific value, flow is choked and mass flow 

rate is limited. This is known as critical flow, and in this regime mass flow rate is 

independent of downstream pressure, meaning that mass flow can be controlled by 

simply changing the upstream pressure. However, this may be disadvantageous in 

terms of weight because oxidizer vapor pressure must be high enough to maintain 

choking flow during tank evacuation. 

Mass flow rate for a two-phase flow can be predicted by using Homogenous 

Equilibrium Model (HEM) [11]. Here, it is assumed that the liquid and vapor phases 

are in thermodynamic equilibrium, there is no velocity difference between phases (no-
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slip condition) and the flow across the injector is isentropic. The HEM mass flow rate 

is given in Equation 3.2. 

 �̇�𝐻𝐸𝑀 =  𝐶𝑑𝐴𝑐𝜌2√2(ℎ1 − ℎ2) (3.2) 

where 𝐶𝑑 is the discharge coefficient, 𝐴𝑐 is the total cross-sectinal area of the orifices, 

𝜌2 is the downstream density, ℎ1 is the upstream flow enthalpy, and ℎ2 is the 

downstream flow enthalpy. It should be noted that the flow downstream of the injector 

exhibits a two-phase mixture behaviour, therefore vapor mass fraction 𝑥2 should be 

different than zero. It can be calculated by following a line of constant entropy [12]. 

𝑥2 =  
𝑠0 − 𝑠𝑙

𝑠𝑣 − 𝑠𝑙
          (3.3) 

where 𝑠0 is the upstream stagnation entropy which refers to the upstream liquid phase 

entropy, 𝑠𝑙 and 𝑠𝑣 are the downstream liquid and vapor phase entropies for pressure 

𝑃2, respectively. Knowing the vapor mass fraction, downstream two-phase enthalpy 

and density can be calculated by using Equations 3.4 and 3.5.  

ℎ2 =  𝑥2ℎ𝑣 + (1 − 𝑥2)ℎ𝑙 (3.4) 

1

𝜌2
=  

𝑥2

𝜌𝑣
+  

1 − 𝑥2

𝜌𝑙
 (3.5) 

Unfortunately, experimental data for short tube injectors (i.e. for low length to 

diameter ratio L/D) shows that the mass flow rate predicted by HEM is much lower 

than the actual value. This is more likely because the finite rate of mass transfer 

between phases prevents the flow to reach thermodynamic equilibrium [13].  

3.3.3 Two-phase flow with non-equilibrium effects 

As previously stated, HEM model begins to break down when the non-equilibrium 

effects become predominant. In fact, actual mass flow rate should vary between that 

predicted by SPI model and HEM. Dyer et. al. proposed a model that combines those 

two models by using the non-equilibrium parameter κ [13]. This parameter is the ratio 

of bubble growth time τb to the fluid residence time τr. 
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𝜏𝑏 =  √
3

2

𝜌𝑙

𝑃𝑣 − 𝑃2
          (3.6) 

𝜏𝑟 = 𝐿√
𝜌𝑙

2(𝑃1 − 𝑃2)
          (3.7) 

𝜅 =  
𝜏𝑏

𝜏𝑟
∝ √

𝑃1 − 𝑃2

𝑃𝑣 − 𝑃2
          (3.8) 

The Non-Homogenous Non-Equilibrium (NHNE) Model developed by Dyer et al. and 

later corrected by Solomon [14] is given in Equation 3.9. 

�̇�𝑁𝐻𝑁𝐸 =  𝐴𝑐 (
𝜅(�̇�𝑆𝑃𝐼 𝐴𝑐⁄ ) + (�̇�𝐻𝐸𝑀 𝐴𝑐)⁄

1 + 𝜅
)          (3.9) 

If τr << τb, there will be little vapor formation at the exit and the flow rate shifts to the 

value predicted by SPI Model. However, if  τb << τr, then the flow rate approaches to 

the critical value and HEM is likely valid. For injectors with large L/D ratio, there is 

more time for the fluid to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, thus HEM predicted mass 

flow rate may be more likely to be achieved [15]. 

3.3.4 Discharge coefficient and length-to-diameter ratio 

From the models described in previous sections, it can be deduced that discharge 

coefficient 𝐶𝑑 has a direct impact on mass flow rate. As stated earlier, SPI model can  

accurately predict the mass flow rate for incompressible flows as long as 𝐶𝑑 is well 

characterized. This characterization of discharge coefficient as well as mass flow rate 

can be done by performing cold flow test. An experimental study showed that 𝐶𝑑 is 

inversely proportional to injector hole diameter, and it exhibits higher values for 

chamfered or rounded holes than square-edged ones [16]. Another study on different 

injcetor types showed that for hollow-cone and showerhead injectors, pressure has a 

higher influence on 𝐶𝑑 than for swirl and vortex injectors [7]. 

L/D ratio is another parameter that affects injector flow. As stated in the previous 

sections, non-equilibrium effects are predominant for small L/D values. However, as 

L/D increases, the fluid is likely to reach thermodynamic equilibrium. It has been 
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observed that for a given supercharge, critical mass flow rate values are higher for 

small L/D ratios than high L/D ratios [16], and this justifies the aforementioned 

statement.  

3.4 Injector Design for SONUS Hybrid Motor 

There are numerous analytical models for injector design in the literature. 

Furthermore, mass flow rates can be determined by CFD analysis and/or cold flow 

experiments. Among all these approaches, mass flow rates obtained by experimental 

analysis are the most accurate values. However, analytical models and CFD analysis 

are a start point for injector design. In this study, total injection area will be determined 

by using NHNE Model and mass flow rate values for single orifices with different 

diameters will be calculated. Then, those results will be compared with CFD analysis 

performed on single orifices. Lastly, injector plate layout will be determined. 

Rearranging Equation 3.9, total injection area can be found: 

𝐴𝑐 =
�̇�𝑁𝐻𝑁𝐸(1 + 𝜅)

𝜅(�̇�𝑆𝑃𝐼 𝐴𝑐⁄ ) + (�̇�𝐻𝐸𝑀 𝐴𝑐)⁄
        (3.10) 

Discharge coefficient 𝐶𝑑 is taken as 0.8 which is a nominal value for short sharpe-

edged orifices [9]. Upstream and downstream saturation properties of N2O are parsed 

from National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database [16] and given 

in Table 3.2. It is assumed that fluid upstream of the injector is fully liquid, and vapor 

pressure 𝑃𝑣 denoted in NHNE parameter κ equals to the upstream pressure 𝑃1. 

Downstream vapor mass fraction is calculated by following a line of constant entropy, 

and other downstream properties are determined for the mixture-phase. 

Table 3.2: Properties of N2O for SONUS injector. 

Upstream Pressure 

Density 

Enthalpy 

Entropy 

𝑃𝟏 

𝜌𝟏 

ℎ𝟏 

𝑠𝟏 

bar 

kg/m3 

kj/kg 

j/kg*K 

56 

746.79 

227.89 

0.92236 

Downstream Pressure 

Vapor Mass Fraction 

Density 

Enthalpy 

𝑃2 

𝑥2 

𝜌2 

ℎ2 

bar 

 

kg/m3 

kj/kg 

32 

0.2381 

280.76 

222.53 
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By using above properties, in order to reach an oxidizer mass flow rate of 0.9976 kg/s, 

equation 3.9 yields a total injection area of 28 mm2. Table 3.3 shows different injector 

plate layouts and mass flow rate for associated with single orifice diameter. Plate 

lengths are fixed with a value of 10 mm since the primary objective is to see the mass 

flow rate variation with hole diameter. In the next chapter, a set of CFD analysis will 

be performed for each single orifice diameters. 

Table 3.3: Different injector plate layouts obtained by using NHNE Model. 

Injector #1 Diameter of single orifice 

Total number of orifices 

Plate Length 

L/D 

Mass flow rate per orifice 

mm 

 

mm 

 

kg/s 

1.0 

36 

10 

10 

0.0277 

Injector #2 

 

 

 

Diameter of single orifice 

Total number of orifices 

Plate Length 

L/D 

Mass flow rate per orifice 

mm 

 

mm 

 

kg/s 

1.3 

21 

10 

7.7 

0.0475 

Injector #3 Diameter of single orifice 

Total number of orifices 

Plate Length 

L/D 

Mass flow rate per orifice 

mm 

 

mm 

 

kg/s 

1.5 

16 

10 

6.7 

0.0624        
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4.  CFD ANALYSIS 

As an alternate approach, two-phase 3-dimensional CFD analysis using ANSYS 

Fluent software have been carried-out to determine the number of orifices on an 

injector plate. Simulations have been made on single orifices with different diameters 

of 1 mm (Injector #1), 1.3 mm (Injector #2) and 1.5 mm (Injector #3). After obtaining 

the mass flow rate on a single orifice, total number of holes has been determined by 

dividing the required mass flow rate by the simulation results. For this approach, it is 

assumed that the flow inside the injector exhibits constant mass flow rate. The fluid 

domain consists of a pre-chamber, injector hole and a post-section to simulate injector 

flow as realistic as possible as well as to introduce the contraction effects.   

4.1 Mesh 

Meshing for the geometry can be seen in Figure 4.1. The volume of fluid has been 

discretized with tetrahedral elements. Element size has been chosen as 0.09 mm for 

each case. Wall spacings have been adjusted for a y+ value of 5. In order to save from 

number of elements and calculation time, element size and wall spacings for pre-

chamber, injector hole and post-section have been given the same value. Number of 

elements are 1642158, 2549430 and 2574496 for Injector #1, Injector #2 and Injector 

#3, respectively. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the meshed model. 

 

Figure 4.1: Meshed model. 
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4.2 Model Setup 

Procedure for setting up the two-phase cavitating model have been obtained from 

ANSYS Fluent Theory Guide [17]. For multiphase solver, Mixture Model has been 

chosen and slip velocity has been enabled since there are velocity differences between 

phases in real flow.  Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model has been used for mass transfer 

[18]. For turbulence, k-ω SST model has been chosen since it combines the benefits 

of k-ω and k-ε and switches between those two models using a blending function 

[18][19][20]. The segregated solver SIMPLE has been used since it performes well 

with the Schnerr-Sauer cavitation model [17]. All numerical computations have been 

performed using second-order numerical schemes. Although the cavitating injector 

flow is transient, the flow is assumed to be steady-state for two reasons. Firstly, 

transient analysis would require much higher computational power and much longer 

times. Secondly, the main interest is steady-state mass flow rate for design purposes.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Mass flow rates through single orifices calculated in simulations are compared to the 

values obtained by NHNE Model and represented in Table 4.1. It can be seen that the 

error between the analytical model and CFD simulations range between 13-18% which 

is reasonable considering the computational abilities. Also, the error exhibits an 

increase with increasing orifice diameter (hence mass flow rate). However, no physical 

meaning can be extracted from this comparision since neither the NHNE Model nor 

CFD analysis show the actual mass flow rate values. This inference can only be made 

by performing cold flow experiments simulating the effect of different orifice 

diameters and mass flow rates. Contours of vapor fraction are given in Figure 4.2. 

Table 4.1: Comparison of CFD results with NHNE Model. 

Injector NHNE Model 

[kg/s]  

CFD Analysis 

[kg/s] 

Error 

[%] 

Injector #1 0.0277 0.032 13.4 

Injector #2 0.0475 0.0599 15 

Injector #3 0.0624 0.0755 17.4 
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Figure 4.2: Vapor fraction for orifices of a)1 mm, b)1.3 mm, c)1.5 mm. 
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Although NHNE Model is useful for preliminary approach, CFD results are more 

accurate than analytical solutions due to the nature of N2O [18]. Therefore, CFD results 

have been used for final design of injector plates which are given in Table 4.2. 

Corresponding CAD models are represented in Figure 4.3. 

Table 4.2: Final designs of injector plate layouts based on CFD simulations. 

Injector #1 Diameter of single orifice 

Total number of orifices 

Plate Length 

L/D 

Mass flow rate per orifice 

mm 

 

mm 

 

kg/s 

1.0 

31 

10 

10 

0.032 

Injector #2 

 

 

 

Diameter of single orifice 

Total number of orifices 

Plate Length 

L/D 

Mass flow rate per orifice 

mm 

 

mm 

 

kg/s 

1.3 

18 

10 

7.7 

0.0599 

Injector #3 Diameter of single orifice 

Total number of orifices 

Plate Length 

L/D 

Mass flow rate per orifice 

mm 

 

mm 

 

kg/s 

1.5 

13 

10 

6.7 

0.0755       

 

 

 
a) 1 mm 
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b) 1.3 mm 

 
c) 1.5 mm 

Figure 4.3: CAD Models of final designs for a) 1mm, b) 1.3 mm and c) 1.5 

mm hole diameters 
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5.  CONCLUSION 

In this study, different types of injectors have been introduced and compared in terms 

of thrust performance, manufacturing eligibility and cost. For design purposes, 

showerhead injector has been decided as the most suitable one. Then, nitrous oxide 

(N2O) and its thermochemical properties extracted from NIST Database [16] have 

been given.  

Design models that characterizes the mass flow rate have been introduced and three 

conceptual injector designs have been made for Istanbul Technical University PARS 

Rocketry’s own development hybrid rocket motor. Here, the NHNE Model has been 

rearranged to give the necessary total injection area. Then, the number of injector 

orifices have been determined for three typical injection diameters. This approach is 

quite useful since design products can be used for experimental analysis performed for 

characterization of discharge coefficient and mass flow rate. 

As an alternate approach, multiple CFD analysis have been performed and compared 

with the design model for validation. Difference between the mass flow rates obtained 

from two approaches may be due to the following reasons: 

• When calculating the two-phase properties of N2O, there are several numerical 

approaches and highly accurate equations of state that can be used [21]. In this 

study, analytical approach for isentropic expansion is used for its simplicity. 

• When setting up the CFD analysis, several points have been compromised due 

to the computational abilities. As previously stated, steady-state analysis have 

been performed whereas a transient one might have given more acurate results. 

In addition, meshing process has not been as fine as it should have been since 

this would result in more mesh elements, therefore more computational power 

and time would have been required. 

For final design of the injector plates, CFD simulations have been found to be more 

suitable than NHNE Model. Although analytical models and CFD simulations are 

useful as a starting point in injector design, the most accurate results can be obtained 

from cold flow experiments. One of the main problems of NHNE Model is that 

discharge coefficient varies during injcetion due to the uncertanties of N2O. Therefore, 
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cold flow test for different cases should be performed in order to fully characterize the 

injection process and to validate the mass flow rates [3].  

In the future works, cold flow experiments on the injector plates obtained in this study 

will be performed to compare the results of NHNE Model and CFD simulations with 

the actual mass flow rates. In addition, characterization of discharge coefficients for 

various orifice diameters will be made. Lastly, atomization and spray patterns for 

different plate layouts will be examined.      
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